This work reports for the first time the computational, frequency-dependent dielectric spectrum of the polarizable molecular ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium triflate as well as its experimental analogue. In the frequency range from 500 MHz up to 20 GHz the agreement between the computational and the experimental spectrum is quantitative. For higher frequencies up to 10 THz the agreement is still remarkably good. The experimental asymptotic limit e N is 2.3. The difference in the computational value of 1.9 comes solely from the neglect of polarizability of the hydrogen atoms. For reasons of efficiency the simulations are based on the Lagrangian algorithm for the Drude oscillator model which cannot handle polarizable hydrogens. In the computational analysis the complete spectrum of the generalized dielectric constant P Ã 0 ðnÞ is splitted into its translational and non-translational components, called dielectric conductivity W 0 (n) and dielectric permittivity e(n). For 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium triflate both components contribute with equal weight and overlap in the complete frequency range. The inclusion of polarization forces, however, is quite different for the two components: the collective non-translational dynamics is accelerated and hence the dielectric permittivity is shifted to higher frequencies. The low frequency region of the dielectric conductivity is also affected while its high frequency part remains almost unchanged. Inductive effects are not only visible at high frequencies but also contribute in the sub-GHz region. The computational peak found in this region correlates with the experimental OKE-spectrum. It may be interpreted as the correlation between the induced dipole moment of the cations and the local electric field exerted by the anionic cage.
I. Introduction
Molecular ionic liquids (ILs) are an interesting class of soft matter. 1, 2 Their increased application as organic solvents in the past decade is not only due to their favorably low volatility but also to their unique solvent properties, e.g. the tunable hydrophobicity, polarity and viscosity, by choosing a particular combination of cations and anions. 2, 3 The most popular cations are imidazolium cations which consist of a heterocyclic aromatic ring with two different alkyl chains attached. Common anions are weakly basic, have a smeared-out negative charge distribution and are generally smaller than their cationic partner. 1 Usually, a discussion of molecular-level factors affecting the physical properties of ILs is focused on the level of individual cations and anions, leading to general statements such as ''the chemical structure of the anions has a strong influence'' or ''the alkyl chain length effect of imidazolium''. However, as will be shown below, the situation is more complicated.
Polarity is an important solvent property as it characterizes the global solvation capability of a compound. Weinga¨rtner et al. have shown that a wide range of molecular ILs exhibit a similar dielectric constant despite their completely different molecular structures. [4] [5] [6] Also, indications for a nanostructured organization with polar and non-polar domains were found. [7] [8] [9] This clearly demonstrates that a discussion of IL properties based on the mere summation of anion and cation effects is inappropriate. In fact, the outstanding behaviour of ILs arises from the complex interplay of collective rotational and translational motions in these liquids. In other words, molecular ILs are more than a simple mixture of individual anions, cations, single ions and possibly a few ion pairs.
In order to clarify the above mentioned complex interplay one may study a plethora of physical properties, either with experiments [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] or simulations. 19 However, it is reasonably expected that the combination of both approaches will give a deeper insight [20] [21] [22] [23] as on the one hand, simulations are able to decompose a physical property into contributions associated specifically with the cations, the anions and the coupling of both. On the other hand, the force fields used for describing the interactions of the ions in the simulations need to be validated. This is conveniently done by comparing simulated and experimental results of selected properties, like density, conductivity, viscosity or isothermal compressibility. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] Alternatively, spectroscopic data, 22, 33, 34 computed properties like the heat of vaporization, [29] [30] [31] [32] 35 or quantum-mechanical calculations can be used. 36, 37 In this work, we propose another check for the validity of a chosen computational force field: the frequency-dependent dielectric spectrum, which monitors rotational and translational motions over several orders of magnitude in frequency space. This quantity reflects the temporal evolution of IL dynamics from B100 femtoseconds to several nanoseconds, covering processes from intra-and intermolecular vibrations via molecular rotation to the structural relaxation of large aggregates, see Fig. 2 of ref. 15 for an overview. Furthermore, various physical properties can be estimated from the dielectric spectrum. For instance, a change in viscosity is generally associated with a peak shift in the dielectric loss spectrum and the polarity of the solvent can be characterized by the zero-frequency limit of the dielectric constant. The dielectric constant also accounts for the behaviour at optical frequencies via the refractive index.
For this contribution 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium triflate (EMIM + CF 3 SO 3 À ) was chosen as the target IL as both anions and cations have a dipole moment and thus should contribute to the dielectric spectrum. Individual contributions of the anions, cations and their cross-correlations to the dielectric response will be simulated and results will be compared with the experimental spectrum. A particular focus is on the influence of intramolecular (electronic) polarizability on the simulation result.
II. Theory A. Phenomenology of dielectric behaviour
In an overall neutral sample exposed to a spatially homogeneous, external electric field, E 0 (o), of harmonic frequency, o, a dielectric polarization, P(o), is induced which counteracts E 0 (o). For small perturbations P(o) depends linearly on the internal (Maxwell) electric field E(o)
For conducting boundary conditions, e.g. perfect Ewald summation, E 0 (o) and E(o) are equal and may be used synonymously. 38, 39 The susceptibility S*(o) is called ''generalized dielectric constant'' (GDC).
For a sample composed exclusively of neutral, polar molecules the GDC is related to the dielectric permittivity, e(o) (traditionally termed ''dielectric constant''), via
and P(o) is solely generated by the orientation of these neutral molecules in the external electric field, E 0 (o). The term ''generalized'' of the GDC denotes an extension of this traditional concept to include charged species. The translation of these charged species is characterized by the conductivity, s(o), so that the total sample response to the applied field becomes 21,40
The last equation decomposes the GDC into the dielectric permittivity e(o) and the dielectric conductivity W(o).
21,41,42
The first component, e(o), is mainly due to dipole rotation (including intramolecular vibrations, librations and induced effects) and generally occurs in the microwave region of the dielectric spectrum, whereas W(o) is mainly located in the far-infrared region and stems from the short-time (non-steady state) translational contribution of the charged species, 4pis(o)/o. This may include intermolecular vibrations of the ions, ''cage rattling'' and the translation of ion aggregates. Of course, the translation of charged species does not only give a direct contribution, W(o), to the overall response but also changes the dielectric permittivity, e(o), indirectly. The interplay or coupling between these two components depends on the molecular composition. For a simple ionic solution, e.g. NaCl in water, e(o) and W(o) components are separated in frequency space by orders of magnitude for two reasons: first, the coupling of charge and polarity is always of intermolecular character since the charged species have no dipole moment and the dipolar molecules carry no charge. Second, the charged species have large neutral solvation shells separating them spatially and screening their interactions. Even for the case of charged proteins in water, e(o) and W(o) are separated in frequency space since the viscosity shifts e(o) to much lower frequencies. In ILs, however, charge and dipole moment reside on the very same molecule. This implies intra-and intermolecular coupling between e(o) and W(o). In other words, the contributions of e(o) and W(o) to the GDC overlap, 21, 42, 43 and this even applies when the IL is diluted by a polar solvent like water, because charged species stay in close proximity and their collective translation is visible at low frequencies. 21 The important point to stress here is that it is the generalized dielectric constant, S*(o), which is measured experimentally by dielectric relaxation spectroscopy 15, 44, 45 and which can be computed by molecular dynamics simulation. 21, 41, [46] [47] [48] Whilst the nuclear degrees of freedom describing translation and rotation are usually explicitly considered in computer simulations, the electronic degrees are either implicitly contained in the applied force field or may be explicitly modelled by introducing (electronic) polarizability. Since in the former case electrostatic forces are restricted to the interactions between permanent charge distributions, these cannot respond to an external electric field, E 0 (o), of very high frequency, o. View Article Online
B. Collective dipole moments and their correlation functions
In the computational analysis S*(o) can be evaluated from equilibrium simulations of polarizable systems by
using linear response theory. 21, 46, 50, 53 This relation shows that for a computational analysis of the GDC the total collective dipole moment of the sample, M tot , is the central quantity accompanied by the macroscopic polarizability tensor, A, which represents the electronic degrees of freedom:
In eqn (6) the high frequency limit of the GDC is only given by the last term since lim
Re½eðoÞ À e 1 ¼ 0 and lim
Re½WðoÞ ¼ 0.
In order to link the phenomenology of the dielectric behaviour with the computational analysis, a decomposition of the collective dipole moment, M tot , into translational (M J ) and non-translational (M D = M tot À M J ) dipole moments is useful, both for the interpretation as well as for technical reasons. 55 In terms of autocorrelation functions this corresponds to
In previous studies we have shown that the contribution of hM D (0)ÁM J (t)i is almost negligible. 46, 56, 57 As a result, the Fourier-
In the last two equations we have used the current J(t) = dM J (t)/dt representing the time derivative of the translational collective dipole moment. A detailed derivation of these formulae is given in ref. 43 and 55 . Altogether, the GDC S*(o) reads sinðotÞ=o ¼ t). 41 Therefore, the term 4pis(0)/o is subtracted from the GDC both in computational analysis
and in experiment. Because experiment cannot separately determine e(o) and W 0 (o) but can only provide the real and imaginary parts of the GDC, the notion S Ã 0 ðoÞ þ 1 ¼ e 0 ðnÞ À ie 00 ðnÞ, with n = o/2p and lim n!1 e 0 ðnÞ ¼ e 1 , is common.
C. Impact of polarizability
In molecular dynamics simulations the polarization model introduces the flexibility of charge distributions via additional induced atomic dipole moments 32,58-60
as a response to the local electric field,
, is still present in the absence of an external field, E 0 (o). In eqn (17) 
In Fig Here, q ib is the partial charge of atom ib and r i (t) is the centerof-mass of molecule i. The summation in eqn (19) and (20) runs over all molecules i. In principle, it may be further decomposed into contributions from different molecular types, such as cations (grey shaded area) and anions (black shaded area), by restricting the molecular summation index i to cations or anions. These species-specific contributions may again be splitted into their permanent and induced parts. Of course, this implies calculation of individual autocorrelation functions, such as hM
(t)i, as well as numerous cross-correlation functions, e.g. hM
The initial value of each correlation function may be converted to a contribution to the static permittivity e(0) and displayed in a symmetric matrix. A row of this matrix shows how a molecular species couples to all other species both with respect to the permanent and the induced contribution. A typical matrix is given in Table 1 . The second simulation has the same setup as the first but additionally includes polarizable forces. 54 For the same simulation period (30 ns) this increases the computing time by a factor of three to five.
The classical force field parameters of EMIM + were taken from ref. 26 and 62 with Lennard-Jones parameters from the AMBER force field. 63 The permanent partial charges q ib were changed to the values reported in ref. 64 as done in our previous works in order to better reproduce the experimental viscosity. 42, 43, 65 For the anions the force field parameters of ref. 66 were used without further modification. All carbonhydrogen bonds were kept fixed by the SHAKE algorithm, 67 whereas all other bonds, bond angles and torsions were left flexible. The polarization of the atoms was mimicked by the so-called ''Drude oscillator'' model. Here 
The atomic polarizabilities, a ib , are taken from ref. 68 . The induced dipole moment, l ind ib (t), of atom ib equals the distance vector, d ib (t), between the mobile Drude particle and its reference atom times the Drude charge, q d :
For not too small q d the length of hd ib i decreases linearly with increasing Drude charge, making l ind ib (t) more or less independent of the choice of q d . 54 All Drude charges in this simulations were set to q d = À1.0 e. The Drude particles have a uniform mass of m d = 0.1 amu which is subtracted from the mass of the corresponding atom. 69, 70 The interactions between permanent charges q ib and Drude pairs are excluded between atoms which share a bond or an angle. 71 The interactions between the corresponding Drude pairs are screened by a Thole function according to ref. 71 . The Drude particles were thermostatted at 1 K with a relaxation time constant of 5 fs. 59 All non-Drude particles were thermostatted at 300 K by a Nose´-Hoover thermostat with a relaxation time constant of 0.1 ps. In ref. 54 we have shown that these Drude parameters ensure self-consistency of the Lagrangian method.
Nonbonded and image lists were updated heuristically using a 16 Å neighbour list distance. Lennard-Jones energies and forces were smoothly switched off between 11 and 12 Å . The electrostatic forces of both Drude particles and the attached atoms were treated by the PME technique. 72, 73 The ''cutoff'' for the real-space part interactions was 12 Å with a damping constant of 0.410 Å À1 for the reciprocal-space interactions. The grid spacing equaled 1.05 Å and a sixth-order spline interpolation of the charge to the grid was used.
B. Experiment
The EMIM + CF 3 SO 3 À was obtained from Iolitec (Denzlingen, Germany) and dried under vacuum (o10 À8 bar) at B40 1C for at least 7 days, yielding water contents o200 ppm by coulometric Karl Fischer titration. According to sample specifications halide impurity levels were o50 ppm. The dried IL was stored in a nitrogen-filled glove box and all measurements were conducted under a dry N 2 atmosphere. Broadband dielectric spectra, S Ã 0 ðnÞ þ 1 ¼ e 0 ðnÞ À ie 00 ðnÞ, were obtained by combining data from a frequency-domain reflectometer based on an Agilent E8364B vector network analyzer (VNA) and Agilent 85070E-020 (0.2-20 GHz) and 85070E-050 (0.5-50 GHz) probes, a wave guide interferometer covering 60-89 GHz, 74 a transmission/reflection terahertz time-domain spectrometer (THz-TDS) at 0.3 to 3 THz, 75 and a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer covering the far-infrared (FIR, 0.9 to 12 THz) region. All measurements were conducted at (25.00 AE 0.05) 1C, except for the THz-TDS and FIR spectra, which were recorded at (25.0 AE 0.5) 1C. Details for instrument calibration and processing of the raw FIR data prior to combination with the data from the other instruments can be found in ref. 16 . l ib can be splitted in the same way. The color code of this figure is maintained in Fig. 2 for the cationic and anionic contributions as well as in Fig. 3 for the induced and permanent contributions. imidazolium-based ILs. 16, 78 In particular for the cations, the amplitude of this slow polarizability contribution accounts for almost half of the total effect. One possible explanation might be a strong correlation of the induced dipole moments, l ind ib (t), of the cationic atoms with the field exerted by the surrounding anion cage. This might also be the reason why the cations exhibit a larger value for h(M ind D ) 2 i than the anions. In any case, the cage formed by the cations around the anions is far more heterogeneous and, as a result, the local field, E ib (t), acting on the triflate atoms is less directed. However, also for the anions induced and permanent time constants cover the same time range. Therefore, it is valid to combine permanent and induced contributions to a single quantity M D (t) as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The slow decay of the correlation function hM D (0)ÁM D (t)i determines the dielectric permittivity, e(n), which accordingly extends over a rather broad frequency range. As for hM D (0)ÁM D (t)i, we tried to separate e(n) into separate contributions of the cations and anions. (t)i, as the green lines, and the total effect as the dotted black lines. Clearly, for anions and cations the contribution from the permanent moments is much larger than that of the induced dipoles. The ratio between permanent and induced contributions, as well as their cross term, can be extracted more quantitatively from the zero-frequency value, e(0), of the corresponding real part of the dielectric permittivity. The obtained data are listed in Table 1 , showing that for the cations the contributions of the permanent and induced selfterms are 0.82 and 0.11 respectively. With 0.03 the cross term between permanent and induced cationic dipoles is negligible. This supports the view that the long relaxation of the induced cation dipole, M ind+ D (t), is not caused by the slow rotation of the cations but rather by the highly directing influence of the permanent charges forming the anion cage. This is reflected by the cation-anion cross term of 0.36 in Table 1 . For the anion (Fig. 3b ) the permanent self-term is so dominating that the induced self-term almost vanishes. Interestingly, however, the cross term between permanent and induced dipoles is quite significant and negative, leading thus to a reduced dielectric permittivity at frequencies between 3 and 40 GHz. This reduction is also reflected in the negative value (À0.15) of the corresponding e(0) in Table 1 .
The accordance of the relaxation times from permanent and induced contributions leads to anion-and cation-related spectra that are both characterized by a distinct maximum and (t) is ro-vibronic, i.e. it contains librations and intramolecular vibrations which occur at high frequencies, in addition to dipole rotation dominating below 100 GHz. Superposition of cation and anion spectra (Fig. 3a and b) yields the total spectrum (Fig. 4a) . Due to the overlap of the dominating cation peak and the left satellite peak of the anion a distinct peak appears in the total spectrum at B0.1 GHz, whereas the two cation-related satellites submerse under the anion contribution, which dominates the spectrum above 1 GHz.
Up to now, we have discussed the direct influence of polarizability on the dielectric spectrum arising from the induced dipole M ind D (t) and it was found to be rather modest (Fig. 3) . However, polarizability also affects the non-inductive contributions. A first impression of this indirect effect can be gained from Table 1 where the entries for the non-polarizable system are given in brackets. For the non-polarizable system the selfterms of the anions and cations are reduced whereas the cross term is enhanced relative to the polarizable system. This shows that the inclusion of polarizability weakens the attraction between unlike species and reduces the repulsion between like species on the mesoscopic level. 54 As a consequence-and this seems to be a quite general statement-inclusion of polarizability shifts all dynamical processes to higher frequencies and thus enhances the fluidity of the IL. This is clearly visible for the dielectric permittivity shown in Fig. 4a and b . Interestingly, the faster dynamics does not change the overall shape of the spectrum. The acceleration by a factor of roughly two also shows up in the diffusion coefficients and single-particle rotational constants. 54 The enhancement of fluidity also affects the dielectric conductivity, W 0 (n), originating from the collective translational dipole moment, M J ðtÞ ¼ P , and the displacement of the mobile Drude particle, d ib (t), are much smaller than m ib and r ib (t). Consequently, the influence of polarizability on the dielectric conductivity is essentially of indirect nature. The frequency-dependent imaginary part of W 0 (n) is depicted as a dashed line for the polarizable and non-polarizable systems in Fig. 5a and b, respectively. In contrast to the dielectric permittivity, e(n) (shown as dotted lines), the W 0 -curves are not shifted as a whole to higher frequencies when polarizability is included. Rather, the low frequency region and the high frequency part behave differently: the first main peak of W 0 (n) is shifted from 1 GHz to a little bit more than 2 GHz and now overlaps with the onset of the double-peak feature in e(n). Frequencies in this area correspond to relaxation time constants of roughly 60 to 100 picoseconds, which are more characteristic for the motion of molecular aggregates rather than single molecules. The overlap of W 0 (n) and e(n) suggests that the gyration of these aggregates and their translation are coupled. In the high frequency domain, above 200 GHz, the dielectric conductivity W 0 (n) is not shifted. This might be explained by the resonant character of the intermolecular vibrations probed here which are only slightly affected by polarizability. 54 Besides the individual behaviour of e(n) and W 0 (n) the most striking feature of Fig. 5 is their strong overlap over a broad range of frequencies. As a consequence, the total spectrum, S Ã 0 ðnÞ þ 1, is of complex nature. In particular, its main peak cannot be solely attributed to either dielectric permittivity or dielectric conductivity but it is essentially created by superposition. This superposition peak is also found in the experimental spectrum shown as the black dashed line in Fig. 6 . Its peak position and overall shape agrees with the simulated spectrum for the polarizable system (grey solid line) surprisingly well, whereas the simulated spectrum for the non-polarizable system (grey dashed line) is shifted and differs more in shape. Note that the experimental dielectric spectrum also hints at a further low-frequency component centered at B0.6 GHz, i.e. close to the shoulder in the simulated spectrum. This mode clearly Fig. 4 Imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity e(n) of the polarized (a) and the non-polarized system (b). View Article Online shows up in the OKE spectrum of EMIM + CF 3 SO 3 À . 78 Such a fair agreement between simulation and experiment was already found for hydrated ILs. 21 The common feature of hydrated ionic liquids and polarizable systems of ILs is the screening of bare electrostatic forces by an additional ''solvent''. In the case of hydrated ILs water acts as an explicit solvent. For the polarizable system the induced dipoles behave like an ''inner solvent'' or lubricant weakening the Coulomb interactions. In ref. 54 a reduction of the Coulomb energy by a factor of (0.74) 2 was observed without any artificial downscaling of the permanent charges q ib .
As can be seen from Fig. 6a for the real part of S Ã 0 ðnÞ þ 1 the agreement between experimental and computational spectra is almost quantitative below 20 GHz but at higher frequencies the experimental data are systematically larger. In part this is due to the neglected polarizability contribution of the hydrogen atoms in the simulation so that only e N = 1.9 is reached for the high-frequency limit, in contrast to the experimental value of 2.3.
It is possible to calculate e N directly from atomic polarizabilities, a ib , with the help of a Claussius-Mossotti type equation
so that at least for o -N we may estimate the contribution of hydrogen polarizability lacking in our simulations. À1 whereas a band atñ C 67 cm À1 is expected for triflate. The visualization of these normal modes reveals that they are mainly characterized by an internal rotation of the ethyl-and methyl chain and the torsion around the carbon-sulfur bond, respectively. In the scale of Fig. 6 these intramolecular vibrations should show up at frequencies of B1600 and 2400 GHz. Apparently these modes contribute significantly to the experimental spectrum, which shows a clear peak at B2400 GHz in the imaginary part (Fig. 6b) . Our used force field cannot quantitatively reproduce the experimental GDC at these frequencies although a small shoulder lasts up to 4000 GHz. However, it appears that a re-parametrization of the intramolecular torsional barriers after the inclusion of polarizability provides the route for a better reproduction of the experimental spectrum.
V. Conclusion
The comparison of the experimental and computed dielectric spectra of EMIM + CF 3 SO 3 À has shown that the inclusion of polarizable forces is more than a mere numerical improvement which, e.g., increases the diffusion coefficient. In fact, it is essential to account for the correct collective dynamics. The ability of polarizable forces to mimic the response to a changing local environment seems to be constitutive for the description of molecular ILs. The auto-correlation of the induced dipoles of the cations and anions relaxes in a multi-exponential fashion. The overall shape and time constants of these autocorrelation functions resemble those of the permanent collective non-translational dipole moment M D . Therefore, the induced dipole moments have to be added to the collective nontranslational dipole moment and thus become part of the dielectric permittivity, e(n). The collective induced dipole moment of the cations shows a stronger correlation with the permanent non-translational dipole moment of the anions, M permÀ D (t), than with itself. This indicates a strong anion cage around the cations and may be an explanation for the pronounced low-frequency peak in the OKE spectra of imidazolium Instead of checking a simulation against a set of macroscopic experimental parameters, comparison with the dielectric spectrum offers the possibility to validate a simulation model over a frequency range of several orders of magnitude. We believe that this enables a more systematic validation of force fields. The findings discussed above clearly show that the inclusion of polarization forces has to be done prior to any adjustment of the usual potential parameters, such as LennardJones, partial charges or torsional barriers. Therefore, polarizable force field models augmented by a subsequent adjustment of selected potential parameters open a new field of force field design. The experimentally available dielectric spectra with their wide frequency range offer an excellent opportunity for validation. 6 Real (a) and imaginary part (b) of the ''generalized dielectric constant'' S*(n) derived from experiment (black dashed line), nonpolarizable (grey dashed) and polarizable (gray solid line) simulation. The high frequency limit e N equals 2.3 for experiment and 1.9 for simulation, respectively.
